
 

 Short Bio  

Angelina Borak is a Certified Personal Coach (certified in Relationships, Life, Professional, Spiritual, 
Hypnotic, and Bereavement) with over a decade of coaching experience and author of UnLocked: 
How to Stop Being Negative and Restore Your Authentic Self.  Angelina helps people find their 
“happy” by unlocking their Authentic Self, creating a better reality, and developing more loving 
relationships. 

Learn more at AngelinaBorak.com 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://angelinaborak.com/


 

UnLocked: How to Stop Being Negative and Restore Your Authentic Self 

 Author - Angelina Borak 

 Length – 238 pages 

 Genre – Nonfiction, Self Help 

Book Blurb  

UnLocked walks you through a Seven-Step process to help you unlock Love Locks, the toxic core beliefs that 

prevent you from being your Authentic Self and negatively impact your reality and relationships. 

You’ll learn to create the reality you want, how to have more loving relationships, and, most of all, to restore 

your Authentic Self. UnLocked offers the way to a happier life! 

You need this book… 

--if you struggle with self-confidence or self-esteem issues and you feel like you’re being judged by everyone 

including yourself. 

--if you have dreams and desires but for some reason or other you can’t seem to achieve those desires. 

--if you’re a woman who feels that you can tackle the world one day only to find yourself huddled in the fetal 

position the next day thinking you’re not good enough. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/UnLocked-Being-Negative-Restore-Authentic-ebook/dp/B07YK6SRZM/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=angelina+borak&qid=1574524895&sr=8-1


Long Bio  

Angelina Borak started coaching in 2010. Her goal was to positively empower women to create 
their own happiness. It didn’t take Angelina long to discover that the women coached all had one 
thing in common.  

There was always a statement that began with “I’m not” or “I’m too” followed by a grouping of really 

mean, derogatory words about themselves.  

These statements undermined all of the work that her clients were doing.  Their words had a 

surprisingly negative impact on every aspect of their lives--how they felt about themselves, their 

ability to create a good reality, and all of their relationships. The statements seemed to have a 

damaging force that created a paralyzing impact on the women. 

She realized that these statements were deep-rooted beliefs that prevented women from doing and 

being what they wanted to be. Those powerful beliefs created a glass ceiling that women couldn’t 

smash through. Furthermore, every time these beliefs got activated, it would stop the women in their 

tracks.  These beliefs impacted all of their relationships, their day-to-day lives, their ability to achieve 

their goals, and most of all their happiness.  

In her practice, she calls negative beliefs Love Locks. A Love Lock is a toxic core belief that prevents 

you from being your Authentic Self and negatively impacts your reality and relationships.  

When Angelina coaches her clients she takes them through The Happiness Formula.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/angelinaborak/
https://www.facebook.com/TheEuphoricLifeJourney/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFQ0fUzGxFWOziuhAE7XYVA

